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In correspondence sent to the Research Directorate on 10 June 2009, the official with the Embassy of El Salvador in Ottawa stated that a parent travelling alone with a minor must present written authorization from the absent parent in order to leave El Salvador. If the minor travels alone, he or she must present written authorization from both parents (El Salvador 10 June 2009b). In both cases, the written authorization(s) must be authenticated by a Salvadoran notary public (ibid.; see also El Salvador n.d.b). This information was corroborated in a 10 June 2009 telephone interview with a border supervisor (supervisor de fronteras) of the Immigration Branch (Dirección General de Migración y Extranjería) of El Salvador. The Border Supervisor reported that no authorization is required if the minor is accompanied by both parents (El Salvador 10 June 2009a).

If the minor’s parents are abroad and the child is in El Salvador, the parents must go to a Salvadoran consulate or embassy to obtain an Authorization for a Minor Child to Leave (autorización de salida del menor) and pay the required fee (El Salvador 10 June 2009a). According to the Salvadoran Department of Foreign Affairs (Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores) website, the fee is 20 American dollars (El Salvador n.d.a). The parents are responsible for providing the authorization to the minor’s guardian (or the person with whom the minor will be travelling) (El Salvador 10 June 2009a). The guardian will then have to authenticate the authorization with the Salvadoran Department of Foreign Affairs (ibid.).

It is the guardian’s responsibility to ensure that a minor who is travelling alone is on board the selected carrier (ibid.). Though the legal age of majority is 18 years, a child can travel alone from 14 years of age (ibid.).

This Response was prepared after researching publicly accessible information currently available to the Research Directorate within time constraints. This Response is not, and does not purport to be, conclusive as to the merit of any particular claim for refugee protection. Please find below the list of sources consulted in researching this Information Request.
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